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Explore what your library has to offer while celebrating Black History Month

The woman next door – Omotoso Yewande
Song of Solomon – Toni Morrison

**e-Book**
Their eyes were watching god – Zora Neale Hurston
12 years a slave – Solomon Northup
Stay with me – Ayobami Adebayo
Like a mule bringing Ice cream to the Sun – Sarah Ladipo Manyika
Where you’re at – Patrick Neate
I am not your negro – James Baldwin
Hold – Michael Donkor
Swing Time – Zadie Smith
NW – Zadie Smith
White Teeth – Zadie Smith
You don’t know me – Imran Mahmood
Children of Blood and Bone – Tomi Adeyemi
My Name is Leon – Kit de Waal

**e-Audio**
Echoes from Distant Land – Frank Coates
Anansi Boys – Neil Gaiman
Lion – Saroo Brierley
Mandela: My Prisoner, My Friend – Christo Brand
New Boy – Tracy Chevalier
**Non-fiction titles**

Sugar in the blood; A family’s story of Slavery – Andrea Stuart

The Zong; A massacre, the Law and the end of slavery – James Walvin

Father Abraham; Lincoln’s relentless struggle to end slavery – Richard Striner

Amazing Grace: William Wilberforce and the heroic campaign to end slavery – Eric Metaxas

Black lions; a history of black players in English football – Rodney Hinds

Black Art: a Cultural History – Richard J Powell

Playing the enemy: Nelson Mandela and the game that made a nation – John Carlin

Captivity, Slavery and Survival as a far east POW – Peter Fryans

Enslaved; the new British slavery – Rahila Gupta

Abolition!: The struggle to abolish slavery in the British Empire – Richard S. Reddie

The immoral trade; Slavery in the 21st century – Caroline Cox

Black Ivory: Slavery in the British Empire – James Walvin

Why I’m no longer talking to white people about race – Reni Eddo – Lodge (also available on e-Book)

Malcolm X: A life of reinvention – Manning Marable

Harriet Tubman; the life of an African American abolitionist – Rob Shone

The Stephen Lawrence Inquiry and Racism in the Police: hidden stories from an inquiry undermined – Richard Stone

Colour blind? Race and migration in North East England since 1945 – Dave Renton

The immortal life of Henrietta Lacks – Rebecca Skloot

Bad Feminist – Roxanne Gay

The life of Stephen Lawrence – Verna Wilkins

They can’t kill us all; The story of black lives matter – Wesley Lowery

Kill em and Leave; Searching for the real James Brown – James McBride

You Can’t Touch My Hair: And other things I still have to explain – Phoebe Robinson

This Will Be My Undoing: Living at the intersection of black, female and feminist in (white) America – Morgan Jerkins

**Fiction titles**

Americanah – Adichie, Chimamanda Ngozi

To kill a mockingbird – Harper Lee

The Help – Kathryn Stockett

The Help – Kathryn Stockett

Homegoing – Yaa Gyasi

The hate u give – Angie Thomas

The hate u give – Angie Thomas (also available on e-Book)

Go set a Watchman – Harper Lee

Go set a Watchman – Harper Lee (also available on e-Audio)

Kun fu Trip – Benjamin Zephania

J is for Jamaica – Benjamin Zephania

The last of the Mohicans – James Fenimore Cooper

The Colour Purple – Alice Walker

Their eyes were watching god – Zora Neale Hurston

Between the world and me – Ta-Nehisi Coates

I know why the caged bird sings – Maya Angelou

Beloved – Toni Morrison

Invisible man – Ralph Ellison

Roll of thunder, hear my cry – Mildred Taylor

Homegoing – Yaa Gyasi

Sing, unburied,sing – Jesmyn Ward

Midnight without a moon – Linda Williams Jackson

Race – Toni Morrison

The Lonely Londoners – Sam Selvon

Kumukanda – Kayo Chingonyi

Bone – Yrsa Daley Ward

Go tell it on the Mountain – James Baldwin

High Cotton – Darryl Pickney

A general theory of oblivion – Jose Eduardo Agualusa